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Since the mid 1990s German and Italian historians have shown particular interest for German war 

crimes committed during the German occupation of Italy between September 1943 and April 19451. 

This interest arose originally from the extradition of the former SS-Hauptsturmführer Erich Priebke, 

exiled in Argentina, to Italy in 1994, heavily covered by international media, and the subsequent trials 

convicting Priebke for his participation in the shooting of 335 men in the Fosse Ardeatine in Rome – a 

reprisal for a partisan attack on the 23rd of March 19442. This particular interest was further enhanced 

by a more general, not exclusively academic discussion on German war crimes, triggered off by the 

famous exhibition »Crimes of the Wehrmacht« after 19963. Mainly German, but also Italian, American 

and recently French historians have since then successfully deconstructed the longstanding post-war 

myth of the »clean Wehrmacht« (»saubere Wehrmacht«) according to which the German army had 

not really been involved in the crimes committed by the Nazi regime in occupied Europe4. Within the 

framework of this discussion, scholars have equally examined how this myth of the »saubere 

Wehrmacht« came into being in the immediate post-war period5. One important contribution to this 

1 Friedrich  Andrae,  Auch  gegen  Frauen  und  Kinder  –  Der  Krieg  der  deutschen  Wehrmacht  gegen  die 
Zivilbevölkerung in Italien 1943–1945, Munich, Zurich 1994; Gerhard Schreiber, Deutsche Kriegsverbrechen in 
Italien. Täter, Opfer, Strafverfolgung, Munich 1996. Lutz Klinkhammer, Stragi naziste in Italia. La guerra contro i 
civili, Donzelli, Rome 1997;  Paolo  Pezzino, Anatomia di un massacro. Controversia sopra una  strage tedesca, 
Bologna 1997;  Michele Battini,  Paolo Pezzino,  Guerra ai civili:  occupazione tedesca e politica del massacro: 
Toscana 1944, Marsilio, Venice 1997.

2 I allow myself to refer to my own article here: Steffen Prauser, Sanktion oder Mord? Die Erschießungen in den 
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Ausstellungskatalog, Redaktion: Hannes Heer, Hamburg 1996.

4 See  for  example:  Bernhard Chiari,  Alltag  hinter  der  Front.  Besatzung,  Kollaboration  und  Widerstand  in 
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Vierteljahrshefte für Zeitgeschichte 52 (2004), p.1–75; Rolf-Dieter Müller, Der letzte deutsche Krieg 1939–1945, 
Stuttgart  2005;  Johannes  Hürter, Hitlers  Heerführer.  Die  deutschen  Oberbefehlshaber  im  Krieg  gegen  die 
Sowjetunion  1941/42, 22007;  Regina  M.  Delacor,  Attentate  und  Repressionen.  Ausgewählte  Dokumente  zur 
zyklischen  Eskalation  des  NS-Terrors  im  besetzten  Frankreich  1941/42,  Stuttgart  2000;  Ahlrich  Meyer,  Die 
deutsche Besatzung in Frankreich 1940–1944.  Widerstandsbekämpfung und Judenverfolgung, Darmstadt 2000; 
Peter Lieb,  Konventioneller Krieg oder NS-Weltanschauungskrieg? Kriegführung und Partisanenbekämpfung in 
Frankreich  1943/44,  Munich  2007;  Bernard  Garnier,  Jean-Luc  Leleu,  Jean  Quellien  (dir.),  La  répression  en 
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5 See  for  example:  Klaus  Naumann,  Die  saubere  Wehrmacht:  Gesellschaftsgeschichte  einer  Legende, in: 
Mittelweg  36,  7/4  (1998),  S.  8–18;  Michael  Th.  Greven,  Oliver  von  Wrochem  (Hg.),  Der  Krieg  in  der 
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debate is Kerstin von Lingen’s study of Field Marshal Albert Kesselring’s trial and his post-war 

›career‹.

During the war, Kesselring was responsible as Commander-in-Chief South for the Mediterranean 

theatre in general and for Italy in particular. There he got involved to a certain extent6 in the above 

mentioned shooting of 335 Italians in the Fosse Ardeatine and he gave out orders that indirectly incited 

his soldiers to kill Italian civilians during anti-partisan operations. Von Lingen shows that, despite the 

difficulty to prove Kesselring guilty from a legal standpoint, the conviction did not hit an innocent man – 

at least from a historical point of view. Kesselring did contribute substantially to the escalation of 

violence in German counter guerrilla operations in the spring and summer of 1944 by granting 

impunity to his subordinates for crimes committed in the framework of these operations and 

encouraged them to take drastic actions against partisans, accepting the risk of important casualties 

among Italian civilians. 

Despite the declared sympathy for Kesselring, British ›judges‹ sentenced him to death in 1947. This 

unleashed a storm of protest in Great Britain. Winston Churchill himself, Field Marshal Sir Harold 

Alexander, former commander of the 15th Army group in Italy, and the former commander of the 8th 

British army in Italy, Lieutenant-General Sir Oliver Leese, intervened with the then Prime Minster 

Clement Atlee expressing their support for Kesselring. They insisted that the Field Marshal had fought 

his battles fairly and gallantly (p. 172–174). Leese even used the term »victor’s justice» to discredit the 

British military tribunal. Also parts of the British press contributed to the campaign in favour of 

Kesselring as the Sunday Chronicle, the »Daily Telegraph« and the »Continental Daily Mail« (p.175–

177). The latter even raising the provocative question if there had not been reprisals or breaching of 

international law on the Allied side as well. Not surprisingly the death sentence was commuted into life 

imprisonment. The campaigning in favour of Kesselring, however, continued. Influential politicians, 

generals and military historians such as Basil Liddell Hart continued to demand to pardon Kesselring 

(p. 211–227). 

Parallel to the British campaigns the issue of German generals in Allied custody made more and more 

frequently the headlines of the Western German press and Kesselring, charged with »minor«crimes 

compared those of his comrades who had commanded armies on the Eastern front, developed into a 

kind of figurehead. The press campaign reached its peak/climax when the widely-read german 

magazine »Der Stern« dedicated a whole series to Kesselring and to the former Field Marshal von 

Manstein, trialled and imprisoned as well by the British (p. 248–249). The pressure on the British 

government increased when the German public and in particular the German government linked the 

question of the imprisoned war criminals to the envisaged German military contribution to the defence 

of the West (Wehrbeitrag) in the early 1950s. 

6 This  involvement  was  recently  contested  as  also  von  Lingen shows  (p.  79–81):  Kesselring  probably  took 
deliberately more responsibility for the crime in the Fosse Ardeatine than necessary. According to Richard Raiber 
he had been involved in the killing of an American commando that took place at the same time as the reprisal in 
the  Fosse  Ardeatine,  a  crime  (the  killing  of  the  commando)  that  the  Allies  would  have  certainly  not  left 
unpunished. The main responsible, General Dostler, was shot for it immediately in 1945. Von Lingen adds some 
corroborating evidence to this claim, brought for, see Richard  Raiber,  Anatomy of Perjury. Field Marshal Albert 
Kesselring, Via Rasella, and the GINNY mission, Newark 2008.
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Once Churchill returned to Downing Street No. 10, he did not loose time to address the topic. The fact 

that Kesselring was diagnosed with cancer helped the British government further to avoid losing face 

and enabled it to release Kesselring from prison in October 1952 officially on the ground of ill-health. 

Just liberated, Kesselring started to surprise his supporters with odd comments. He claimed for 

example that all imprisoned German war criminals should be liberated independently from their guilt 

and the crimes committed. Furthermore, he continually alluded to eventual Allied war criminals that 

had never been trialled (p. 307). Forum for these, in the light of the gravity of the German war crimes 

in question, obscenities were often meetings of important veteran organisations like the Luftwaffenring, 

the Verband deutsches Afrikakorps and the Stahlhelm who all made Kesselring their honorary 

president. In the publication of his memoirs »Soldat bis zum letzten Tag« (Soldier to the Last day) he 

claimed that the Luftwaffe was not defeated in the battle of Britain and that Operation Sea Lion, the 

invasion of Britain was never seriously planned. He surpassed himself when claiming the Italians 

should erect a statue in his honour to express their gratitude for him having saved millions of Italians 

during the war. Kesselring’s continuous lack of tact, to say the least, alienated an initially very positive 

German and British press (p. 309–349). At the end of his life (1960) Kesselring had »successfully« 

mutated from the »innocent gentleman« to the »Nazi general« (quoted p. 358).

Rich in knowledge Kerstin von Lingen describes the build up of the Kesselring lobby in Germany and 

Britain and shows its influence on the decision makers of the two countries. Her work draws on a wide 

range of archival sources and depicts a fair picture of the war criminal Albert Kesselring, without 

neglecting to mention that he was, in comparison with all the other criminals in the German armed 

forces and the Waffen-SS a »moderately burdened« general (Minderbelasteter).
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